We show that in the scenario where dark matter (DM) particles annihilate through light mediators, the energy spectra of the final state cosmic-ray particles depend strongly on the mediator mass. For final state antiprotons, a spectrum with relatively narrow peak occurs when the mediator mass is comparable to thepp production threshold. Of interest, the latest AMS-02 data on thep/p flux ratio hint at a bump-like excess over the expected background in the energy range ∼ 100 − 450 GeV. We show that such a light mediator scenario is favoured by the latest AMS-02 data over the scenarios of DM direct annihilation into the standard model particles and that of antiprotons produced from inside supernova remnants (SNRs), and is consistent with the upper limits derived from the Fermi-LAT data on the gamma rays towards the dwarf spheroidal galaxies. Thep/p flux ratio with energy above 450 GeV is predicted to fall with energy quickly, which can be easily distinguished from the other two scenarios as they predict the ratio to be flattening or rising up to multi-TeV region.
Introduction. Cosmic-ray (CR) antiparticles such as positrons and antiprotons are relatively rare and sensitive to exotic contributions. In recent years, an excess over the expected background in CR positrons has been observed [1] . The spectral feature of the excess plays an important role in identifying its origin such as nearby astrophysical sources or dark matter (DM) interactions. Recently, the AMS-02 collaboration published the measurement on the antiproton to proton (p/p) flux ratio up to kinetic energy 450 GeV, based on four years of data taking [2] , confirming the first preliminary result presented in the year 2015 [3] . Although the measured kinetic energy spectrum ofp/p ratio is in overall agreement with the secondary production especially below ∼ 100 GeV [4, 5] , at higher energies, there is a trend of flattening and smooth rise in the range ∼ 100 − 260 GeV, followed by a drop by ∼ 30% in the range ∼ 260 − 450 GeV. Such a hint of a bump-like excess has already been observed in the preliminary AMS-02 result [3] , and is strengthened in the latest data with higher statistics.
This intriguing possibility of an excess with a distinctive spectral feature inp/p flux ratio, if confirmed, may shed light on the nature of its origin: i) The pulsar wind nebulae are unlikely to produce energetic antiprotons. ii) In the leading astrophysical explanation, extra antiprotons can be produced from collisions of primary CRs with the gas inside supernova remnants (SNRs), the resulting energy spectrum, however, features a continued flattening or weak rise at least up to 1 TeV for a typical cutoff energy E max ∼ O(10) TeV [6, 7] . iii) The spectrum of antiprotons produced from halo DM annihilation directly into standard model (SM) final states in general features a very broad bump due to the long chain of cascade showers and hadronization of the final state partons. Since there is little room left for extra contributions below ∼ 100 GeV, the DM particle mass m χ is pushed to be very high (m χ 2 TeV) [4, 5, 8] . Consequently, only the spectral tail of DM produced antiprotons can extend to the energy range accessible to the current AMS-02 experiment (E 450 GeV), thus again a flattening or weak rise ofp/p ratio is expected in this region.
In this letter, we show that in a class of scenarios where DM particles annihilate through light color-singlet mediators, the energy spectrum of final state particle can be a narrow bump with reduced multiplicity. For antiprotons, a narrow peak occurs when the mediator mass is comparable to thepp production threshold 2m p . We show that such a light mediator scenario is favoured by the latest AMS-02 data over the scenario of DM direct annihilation and that of antiprotons produced from inside of SNRs, and is also consistent with the known constraints such as the gamma-ray limits from the dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs). Thep/p ratio in the high energy range is predicted to fall with energy quickly, which makes it highly distinguishable from the other two scenarios.
Effects of mediators. The annihilation of DM particles provides an extra primary source of CR particles. The corresponding primary source term for a final state particle f takes the form
where σv is the velocity-averaged DM annihilation cross section multiplied by DM relative velocity, ρ(r) is the DM energy density distribution function, dN/dE is the spectrum of kinetic energy E which is related to the total energy E as E = E − m f with m f the mass of the final state particle f . In many well-motivated DM models, the DM particles do not couple to the SM particles directly, but through some light color-singlet mediator particles, which has rich phenomenological consequences in DM annihilation [9] [10] [11] , self-scatterings [12] [13] [14] and solar capture [15, 16] , and direct detections [17, 18] . In this scenario, for the same DM mass, the resulting energy spectrum of final state particle from DM annihilation can be significantly different from the case without a mediator. Let us consider DM annihilating first into two mediatorsχχ → 2ϕ and followed by the decay ϕ → f + X, where X stands for any other final states. The spectrum dN (x)/dx of the scaled total energy x = E/m χ in the DM center-ofmass frame is related to that in the mediator rest-frame
where the two parameters ε 1 = m ϕ /m χ and ε 0 = 2m f /m ϕ characterize the mass hierarchies in the twostep cascade process. The lower and upper limits of the integration are a(x) = x − and b(x) = min{1, x + } with
In the large hierarchy limit ε 0 ≪ 1, Eq. (2) reproduces the known result in Refs. [19, 20] .
In general, Lorentz boosts at random directions tend to broaden the energy spectrum. However, the effect of broadening is suppressed if the velocity of f in the mediator rest-frame is small. In the simplest case where f is mono-energetic with energyĒ ′ , i.e. dN/E ′ ∝ δ(Ē ′ − E ′ ) in the mediator rest-frame, the spectrum boosted to the DM center-of-mass frame is a box-shaped spectrum with a center energyĒ and width ∆Ē
where γ B = 1/ε 1 is the Lorentz boost factor, β B = (1−ε 2 1 ) 1/2 is the boost velocity, and
is the velocity of f in the mediator rest-frame. For the decay of mediator into light quarks ϕ →qq →p + X (q = u, d), the velocity of antiproton has an upper limit
as X at least contains a proton. Thus when ε 0 ≈ O(1), namely, m ϕ is comparable to thepp production threshold 2m p , the value of β ′ has to be small and the spectrum is a narrow box in the DM halo restframe. On the other hand, the total energy has a lower limitĒ ′ ≥ m p , the value ofĒ can be very large for a large Lorentz boost factor γ B ≫ 1. Thus after the boost, the energy spectrum is a narrow box at high energy. Since the antiproton energy spectrum from the decay ϕ →qq →p + X is low-energy dominated, the Lorentz boost will push the antiprotons into high energy region without significantly broadening the spectrum. On the contrary, the antiproton spectrum from DM direct annihialtion χχ →qq is very broad for the same DM mass, due to the larger center-of-mass energy of theqq system and thus the longer chain of cascade parton showers and hadronization. Furthermore, in the light mediator scenario, the multiplicities of the final state particles are suppressed by the smallness of the mediator mass and can be much lower than that in the case without mediators. For the hadronic decay ϕ →qq, the energy spectrum dN/dx ′ of antiprotons is simulated using the Monte Carlo event generator Pythia 8.2 [21] . Thep multiplicity is found to be N p =0.35, 1.2, 1.6 and 3.0 for the center-of-mass energy E CM = 10, 50, 100 and 500 GeV, respectively. Thus for the same DM mass, the DM annihilation through light mediators will generate less antiprotons due to lower center-of-mass energy.
In Fig. 1 , we show the spectra of antiproton kinetic energy and photon energy from the annihilation χχ → 2ϕ → 2(qq) of a 500 GeV DM particle with three different mediator masses, m ϕ = 5, 10 and 50 GeV, respectively. For a comparison, the spectrum for DM direct annihilation χχ →qq for the same DM mass is also shown. For a very light mediator m ϕ = 5 GeV, the antiproton spectrum appears to be a narrow bump. As the mediator mass increases, the spectrum becomes broader. For m ϕ = 50 GeV, the spectrum looks similar to that from DM direct annihilation, but with lower multiplicity. Similar observations hold for the photon energy spectrum. The figure illustrates that the energy spectra of antiprotons and photons from DM annihilation can be highly model dependent, which will drastically change the interpretations of the experimental data. While the predictions from Pythia for low energy hadronic processes have not been fully validated [22] , the presence of the narrow-bump spectrum is a generic kinematical effect, and is insensitive to the details of hardronization model. Upper panel) scaled energy spectra x 2 dN/dx of antiprotons per DM annihilation from the annihilation χχ → 2ϕ → 2qq, (q = u, d) with mediator masses mϕ = 5, 10 and 50 GeV, respectively. The DM particle mass is fixed at mχ = 500 GeV. The spectrum of DM direct annihilation χχ →qq with the same DM mass is also shown. Lower panel) the same as the upper panel, but for photons.
SNR contributions.
It has been suggested that extra secondary antiprotons can be generated from the collisions of primary CRs onto the gas inside the SNRs, and accelerated by the shock wave in the same way as that of the primary CRs [6, [23] [24] [25] . This mechanism does not require new class of sources and predicts strong correlations between the spectra of secondary species such as positrons, antiprotons and heavy nuclei. We consider the setup in the rest-frame of the shock front (at x = 0) where u 1 (u 2 ) and n 1 (n 2 ) are the upstream (downstream) plasma speed and density respectively. The compression factor r = u 1 /u 2 = n 2 /n 1 determines the power law index γ = 3r/(r−1) of the primary proton spectrum. Since the secondary antiprotons are produced inside SNRs and propagate in the same ways as primary protons, which largely cancels the effect of propagation. Thep/p flux ratio from solving the transportation equation forp inside SNRs is given by [6] Φp
where the first (second) term in the square brackets corresponds to the generation ofp with (without) acceleration. The source function I is defined as
, where σ(ε, ω) is thep production cross section for the process p(ε)+H →p(ω)+X, which is taken from [26] . The parameter ξ is the fraction of proton energy carried away by a secondary antiproton, and τ SNR is the typical SNR age. The diffusion coefficient upstream is
In the numerical calculation, we fix the parameters as u 1 = 0.5 × 10 8 cm · s −1 , n 1 = 2 cm −3 , r = 3.8, ξ = 0.17, and τ SNR = 2 × 10 4 yr. For the parameters in the diffusion coefficients, we fix them as F = 1/20 and B = 1 µG. Note that the normalization of thep/p ratio is proportional to the combination N SNR = n 1 u
There are some uncertainties in the cut-off energy E max which depends on the typical SNR age, but the typical value is E max ≈ O(10 − 100) TeV [6, 7] . From Eq. (4), one can see that thep/p flux ratio increases monotonously with increasing energy E and saturates when E ≈ E max . Thus the generic prediction of the model is a flattening and eventually a rise of thep/p ratio in the 100 GeVmulti-TeV region.
Fit to AMS data. We compare the above-mentioned three scenarios of antiproton production: A) DM annihilation into quarks through light mediators, B) DM direct annihilation into quarks, and C) antiprotons produced from the inside of SNRs through fitting to the high energy AMS-02 antiproton data and examine whether they are favoured and can be distinguished by the current and future experiments. The propagation of the CR antiprotons is calculated using GALPROP v54 [27] . We consider three representative propagation models selected from a global Bayesian analysis to the AMS-02 proton and B/C data using the GALPROP code [28] . They are selected to represent the typically minimal (MIN), median (MED) and maximal (MAX) antiproton fluxes at 95% C.L.. Note that these propagation models are different from and complementary to that given in Ref. [29] which are based on semi-analytical solutions with simplified assumptions. The Einasto DM profile is adopted as a benchmark profile. The effect of solar modulation is taken into account using the force-field approximation [30] . We use charge asymmetric Fisk potentials φ p = 550 MV and φp/φ p = 0.2 which leads to a good agreement with the low-energy antiproton data [31] .
We determine the model parameters through fitting to the AMS-02 data. Since we are only interested in the high energy part of thep/p spectrum, only thep/p data with E ≥ 20 GeV (in total 26 data points) are included, which also largely avoids the uncertainties in modelling the solar modulation. Discussions on a possiblep excess at low energies can be found in Refs. [5, 31, 32] . The significance of an excess over the background is estimated using a test
where L bg and L bg+src are the likelihood functions for the scenarios of background-only and background plus extra sources, respectively. In all the fits, the normalization of the secondary background is allowed to float freely, i.e. Φp ,bg → κΦp ,bg with the normalization constant κ determined solely by data.
The fit to the data in the background-only scenario in the MED propagation model results in χ 2 = 22.8 for 25 degrees-of-freedom(d.o.f.), suggesting a good agreement with the data. The best-fit background ofp/p ratio is shown in Fig. 2 . Despite the over agreement, a hint of systematic deviation at energies above ∼ 100 GeV can be seen clearly. The best-fit backgrounds in the MIN and MAX models are found to be very close to that in the MED model. In the scenario A, i.e., χχ → 2ϕ → 2qq, we first consider the case of a 5 GeV mediator. The best-fit parameters, χ 2 and TS values are summarized in Tab. I. In the three propagation models, the favoured DM masses are in the range 600 GeV -1 TeV. In the MED model, the best-fit cross section is compatible with the typical thermal cross section. From the MIN to the MAX model, the variation of the best-fit cross section is within an order of magnitude, which represents the typical uncertainties due to propagation models. Since the measured p/p is very small and of O(10 −4 ), it is a good approximation that the background and the new source contributions can be summed together inp/p flux ratio, i.e., Φp/Φ p ≈ (Φp ,bg /Φ p ) + (Φp ,src /Φ p ). In Fig. 2 , the bestfitp/p flux ratios together with the background in the MED model are shown. It can be seen that the structure in the AMS-02 data at ∼ 300 GeV can be reproduced for m ϕ = 5 GeV. In the scenario B, i.e., χχ →qq, we find that the current data impose an lower limit of m χ 2 TeV, confirming the previous analysis based on the preliminary data [5] . Introducing a heavier DM mass always improves the agreement with the data. However, after m χ 10 TeV, the value of χ 2 gradually ceases to decrease and approaches a constant. The reason is that for very heavy DM particles, only the low-energy tail of the DM generated antiproton spectrum can extend to the region accessible to the current AMS-02 experiment (E ≤ 450 GeV). In this region, the increase of the DM mass leads to lowerp flux which can be compensated by the increase of the annihilation cross section. In Tab. I, the fit results for fixed m χ = 20 TeV are shown. The corresponding best-fitp/p ratio is shown in Fig. 2 .
For the scenario C, we use the expression of Eq. (4) plus a background contribution. Besides the normalization factor κ of the background, the normalization of SNR contribution is also allowed to vary freely by introducing a factor η, i.e., N SNR → ηN SNR . The spectral shape of the SNR antiprotons is characterized by the maximal energy E max . Similar to the case of the DM direct annihilation, we find that a SNR contribution with sufficiently large E max ∼ O(10) TeV can improve the agreement with the data, and the improvement gradually saturates when E max 10 TeV, which is due to a similar degeneracy between E max and the normalization factor η. We thus fix the cut-off E max to be 10 TeV. The predicted spectrum ofp/p ratio in the multi-TeV region is again a flattening and weak rise until the maximum energy E max is reached.
The TS values of the three scenarios in the three propagation models are listed in Tab. I. It is clear that the scenario A has the highest significance in all the propagation models. In this scenario, as can be seen from Fig. 2 , above 450 GeV, thep/p ratio is expected to fall with energy, while in the other two scenarios, the spectra will continue to rise to higher energies. Thus this scenario can be distinguished easily from the other two by the future data.
Constraints. The most stringent and robust constraints so far on the DM annihilation cross sections arise from the observation of γ-rays towards dSphs by the Fermi-LAT collaboration [33] . Due to the significant difference in the spectra shape, the reported Fermi-LAT limits do not apply to the case where DM annihilates through mediators. We derive the upper limits directly from the likelihood profile per energy bin of gammarays provided by the Fermi-LAT collaboration for a selection of 15 dSphs with high-confidence J-factors and backgrounds [34] . As a cross check, in Fig. 3 we show the derived upper limits for the DM direct annihilation χχ →qq which well reproduces result of Fermi-LAT [33] . The limits for the case with m ϕ = 5, 10 and 20 GeV are shown in Fig. 3 , together with the regions allowed by the AMS-02 data. The favoured regions are all consistent with the current limits. The derived upper limits turn out to be dependent on the mediator mass at high DM mass region. Compared with the direct DM annihilation, we find that at high energies around 10 TeV, the derived upper limit is weaker by a factor of five. This is due to the fact that for a multi-TeV DM particle, the relatively narrow γ-ray spectrum shown in Fig. 1 has smaller fraction of photons entering into the low energy region accessible to Fermi-LAT experiment, which results in less stringent constraints.
In the scenario of DM annihilation into light quarks through mediators, we find that the predicted positron fraction is at most 4 × 10 −4 for m ϕ = 5 GeV, which is far below the expected background ∼ O(10 −2 ) [28, 35] . Thus the constraints from the positron fraction is rather weak. The current LHC search for mono-X plus missing energy can only impose constraints on the mediator mass in the case of m ϕ > 2m χ [36] , which makes it less relevant to the case of DM annihilation with light mediators.
